We give an exact self-consistent operator description of the spin and orbital angular momenta, position, and spin-orbit interactions of nonparaxial light in free space. We apply the general theory to symmetric and asymmetric Bessel beams exhibiting spin-and orbital-dependent intensity profiles. The exact wave solutions are clearly interpreted in terms of the Berry phases, quantization of caustics, and Hall effects of light, which can be readily observed experimentally.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of the identification of the spin and orbital parts of the angular momentum (AM) of an electromagnetic wave has a long history and has posed fundamental difficulties both in quantum electrodynamics and classical optics. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] It is known that the photon AM operator in the momentum (plane-wave) representation has the form:
where the orbital part is ˆˆ= × L r p (ˆ= p k ,ˆi = ∂ k r , we use units
) and Ŝ is the spin-1 operator given by 3 3 × matrices ( ) a ij aij S i ε = − ( aij ε is the Levi-Civita symbol) which act on the Cartesian components of the wave electric field.
The textbooks note that "The separation of the total AM into orbital and spin parts has restricted physical meaning. ... [1] [2] [3] In classical optics, the two parts of Eq. (1) can be unambiguously associated with the orbital AM (OAM) and spin AM (SAM) for paraxial light, where the eigenmodes of ˆz L and ˆz S are circularly polarized vortex beams with the corresponding quantum numbers 0, 1, 2,... = ± ± l (topological charge of the vortex i e φ l ) and 1 σ = ± (helicity). 6, 7 However, for non-paraxial fields the identification of OAM and SAM meets serious difficulties. [2] [3] [4] [5] Calculations based on the division of the Poynting energy flow into spin and orbital parts 4, [8] [9] [10] show that the non-paraxial correction to the OAM is proportional to σ rather than to l . 4, 9 This resulted in the conclusion that "In the general non-paraxial case there is no simple separation into l -dependent orbital and σ -dependent spin component of AM". 4 Here we re-examine the problem and give an exact self-consistent solution in terms of the fundamental photon operators. Our approach generalizes and unifies previously disjointed results: (i) non-canonical OAM and SAM operators obtained for the second-quantized fields; 2, 3 (ii) non-commutative photon position operator and Berry monopole field in momentum space; [11] [12] [13] [14] (iii) separation of the spin and orbital parts of classical energy flows. 8, 9 We show that the σ -dependent non-paraxial part of the OAM arises from Berry-phase terms describing the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) of light. A similar effect occurs dynamically upon spin-to-orbital AM conversion in focusing and scattering of polarized light. 10, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Other manifestations of the SOI are the spin [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and orbital [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] Hall effects of light (i.e., σ -and ldependent transverse shifts of the field center of gravity) which are described by our position operator and take place even in free space. 29, 37 We apply the general theory to the Bessel beams where the fundamental operators manifest themselves in immediately observable σ -and l -dependent intensity distributions.
States with definite values of orbital and spin AM do not satisfy the condition of transversality in the general case."

GENERAL THEORY
We consider a monochromatic electromagnetic field in free space, characterized by its plane-wave electric-field spectrum ( ) E k % . The SOI of light originates from the transversality constraint, 0 ⋅ = k E % , which couples polarization to the wave vector and reduces the full 3D vector space of the electric field components to the 2D subspace of the components tangential to a sphere of directions in k -space. The operators L and Ŝ do not keep this subspace invariant, i.e., their action on a transverse mode results in a non-zero longitudinal component. [1] [2] [3] However, this subspace is invariant for the total AM operator Ĵ , and one can divide it into two parts consistent with the transversality condition:
where / k = κ k and the modified OAM and SAM operators ˆ′ L and ˆ′ S can be regarded as projections of the operators L and Ŝ onto the transversality subspace.
2,3
The modified SAM operator ˆ′ S is proportional to the helicity operator σ = ⋅ κ S , whereas the OAM operator can be written as ˆ′ ′ = × L r k with 2 2î
k k
The modified position operator (3) has been considered in the context of photon localization and Berry phase. [11] [12] [13] [14] 38, 39 It describes the observable center of gravity of the field and brings about the space non-commutativity with the monopole term in k -space:
The operators ˆ′ L and ˆ′ S do not satisfy the AM algebra and have unusual commutation relations:
At the same time, the modified operators transform as vectors under rotations:
S , and ˆ′ r .
The commutation relations (5) unveil similarity of operators ˆ′ L and ˆ′ S to those obtained for the second-quantized fields in Refs. 2 and 3. They are not AM operators and do not generate rotations, but it is suggested that they do correspond to observable continuous values of the OAM and SAM of non-paraxial transverse field. 2, 3 Remarkably, in the helicity representation the matrix components of the operators (2) and (3) 
is the matrix of rotation by an angle α with respect to the aaxis, whereas V is the constant transformation from linear-to circular-polarization basis. Making the transformation of operators (2) and (3) to the helicity basis, †ˆÛ
O , we obtain:
Here, the helicity is diagonal:
is the Berry gauge field (connection) which corresponds to the monopole curvature
12-14,38
Hereafter we choose the gauge 1 m = , which corresponds to the absence of the phase singularity (Dirac string) along the positive z-axis in Eq. (7), 39 allowing a smooth transition to the paraxial case, 0
The measurable expectation values of the OAM, SAM, and coordinate obtained from the diagonal operators (6) and (7) take the form:
Here ( )
, convolution implies summation over 1 σ = ± and integration over the 2D sphere of directions in the k -space, and we assume normalization
. While the SAM is purely intrinsic (originindependent), the OAM, in general, has both intrinsic and extrinsic contributions:
where
% is the expectation value of the linear momentum.
Equations (8)- (10) 
, ,
≡ e e e e e κ .
We have also found that the same OAM and SAM, Eq. (8), follow from the recently-suggested approach based on the separation of the spin and orbital parts in the classical Poynting flow 8, 9 (this will be published elsewhere).
APPLICATION TO BESSEL BEAMS
Importantly, our theory has a number of directly observable consequences. As the simplest example we take non-paraxial vector Bessel-beam solutions which are eigenmodes of ˆz J constructed from plane waves with well-defined helicity σ . 3, 9, 39 The angular spectrum of such beams is
where A σ is a constant amplitude and 0 θ is the polar angle of conical distribution of the k -vectors, Fig. 1(a) . For the zcomponents of OAM and SAM, Eqs. (8), of a superposition of 1 σ = ± beams (11) we obtain: 
where ( ) ( ) apparent partial conversion from SAM to OAM in non-paraxial light with the total AM being constant, 4, 9 akin to the spin-to-orbit AM conversion upon focusing of polarized light. 9, 10, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Indeed, in the Richards-Wolf approximation, 45 the focusing represents a geometric conical redirection of partial plane waves with their helicity being conserved. It is described exactly by the same transformation operator ( ) , U θ φ that describes transition to the helicity basis. 19 Simultaneously with a σ -dependent OAM, the non-paraxial fields exhibit σ -dependent intensity distributions related to the modified position operator. The real-space intensity of the circularly-polarized Bessel beam, calculated via the Fourier transformation of Eq. (11), is
where ( ) 
Similar Berry-phase effects appear in quantum quantization problems, 47, 48 e.g., the half-integer Hall effect in graphene. 49, 50 Note also the exact correspondence between the GO caustic (14) and the wave OAM (12) (14) is shown in Fig. 2 . The σ -dependent radial distribution in non-paraxial vortex fields can be measured experimentally by tightly focusing paraxial light with different polarizations, cf. Refs. 51 and 52. Finally, we consider the Hall effects of light described by the position (9) . For this purpose we break the symmetry of the Bessel beams (11) 
which closely resembles Eqs. (12) and (14) . The l -and σ -dependent parts of the shift (15) describe the orbital and spin
Hall effects of light in free space, Fig. 3 . A related spin-Hall effect occurs upon focusing of light with a "half-lens" 26, 28 , whereas the orbital-Hall effect can also be observed upon focusing of asymmetric vortex beams 
CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have given an exact self-consistent description of the OAM, SAM, position and SOI of nonparaxial light in free space. We have applied the general theory to symmetric and asymmetric Bessel-beam solutions which exhibit fine SOI splitting of caustics and Hall effects of light. These effects can be observed experimentally in tightly focused fields.
